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School

IN HER OWN WORDS:

I LOVE D SCH001. I loved the whole experience of being there ... I went to a very
good state girls' school - the Rosa Bassett School, in South London - where we all really
thought we could conquer the world. It never occurred to us that we couldn't do what
we wanted with our lives - that we couldn't go where we wanted in the world. It was
intensely political. People like the great social reformer Eleanor Rathbone used to come
and talk to us. Our headmistress was very socially active, and the school was always full
of refugees. When the Spanish War happened, there were Basque children, whom she
adopted, and when things got really bad in Germany we had several Jewish refugees,
most of whom never saw their parents again. We were very much aware of what was
happening in the world. I am an internationalist because ofthat school.
Daphne Park in conversation with Caroline Alexander, January 1989

RECOLLECTIONS OF SCHOOL-FRIENDS:

MY MOST VIVID MEMORY OF DAPHNE was her first appearance in Form
Lower 2 in the Prep. I think we were about ten. We were all 1930s little girls wearing
the summer uniform frock: light blue callan with skirts just above the knee, with white
ankle socks and Clarks brown sandals. Daphne joined in the middle of the term. She
wore a while lacy knitted dress, very elaborate, with a scalloped hem and petticoats
beneath, white knee high socks, elaborately patterned, and white leather shoes. We
were allowed to wear our hair short or in plaits. Hers was long and loose. Probably this
was what girls wore in the colo~ies but we were astonished, for we had only seen such
an outfit in a story book. We were much too nice to show our astonishment. And she
soon appeared in uniform. She was never uniform herself - always nice, very clever
and assured. She soon moved to the year above us and after that I only remember
her at a school trip to Paris in 1938 and again in Chichester (where the school was
evacuated during the War) in 1939.
Peggy Jefferies, nee Andrews
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